Major (75 Hours)
1. No More than 3 hours of D credit is allowed in major courses.
2. Final 10 hours of required chemistry credit must be taken in residency at BYU.
4. Complete the following: Math 112, Math 113, Math 302, PDBio 120, Phscs 121, Phscs 123, Phscs 220

Minor (20 Hours)
1. No more than one course of D credit is allowed for the Chemistry minor.
2. Complete one of the following options:
3. Complete one of the following options:

After consulting with an advisor, complete 3 hours from the following to fulfill requirement three.

*Enrolling in 497R gives students an opportunity to work in a faculty’s research lab and receive class credit. Permission is required. Contact the dept. office for more details.

Guide only—please consult MyMAP for full requirements.